Polycarbonate Lenses – Provide comfort and safety
Polycarbonate lenses keep your eyes
protected while providing clarity, cleanliness
and strength. Polycarbonate lenses
give you peace of mind with multiple
benefits that provide you the comfort and
protection you need.

q Thinner than plastic lenses
q Exceptionally lightweight
q Superior impact resistance
q UVA and UVB protection
q Ideal for adults and children in any
lifestyle situation

Anti-Reflective Treatment – Look, see, and feel better
Enjoy a more comfortable and betterlooking pair of glasses with anti-reflective
lenses. You will experience improved night
vision by the reduction of reflection and
glare, plus increased cleanability and
scratch resistance. Anti-reflective lenses
can also reduce eyestrain and irritation,
and improve eye health.

q Easy to clean and scratch-resistant
q Reduce eye strain from computers
q Dramatically limit unwanted reflections
q Reduce glare and reflections to
improve lens aesthetics
q Protection from harmful UV and blueviolet light available on selected lenses

Progressive Lenses – A modern look
Unlike traditional bifocals that only offer
two working distances – far and near progressive lenses give you more natural
vision and a smooth transition from far to
intermediate and near vision. Enjoy a more
natural experience with no image jump and
a more youthful look.

q Uninterrupted vision with less eye strain
q Stylish, youthful look
q Less head tilting than traditional bifocals
q Additional intermediate zone perfect for
viewing computers, phones, and menus

Digital Single Vision Lenses – Real world vision
Benefit from a crisper, more vivid visual
experience by enhancing your single vision
design with digitally processed lenses!
Experience your design with precision and
sharpness in every light condition with a
broad field of vision and vibrant color.

q More vivid colors and details
q Exceptional clarity in low light
q Sharp vision across the lens
q Reduced distortions

Photochromic Lenses - Comfort in every light
Using the very latest technology, today’s
photochromic lenses are the convenient,
everyday solution that offers light protection
by adjusting the level of tint when inside and
outside. You will enjoy a seamless experience
as the lenses transition from clear indoors to
dark outside and back to clear indoors very
quickly, all with UV protection!

q More comfortable inside and out
q Easily transition from low light
to bright light
q Provide protection from UV rays
q Reduced glare

Polarized Sun Lenses - Vibrant color, exceptional protection
Polarized lenses provide you enhanced
contrast and glare reduction you deserve
outdoors. Enjoy vibrant colors, sharper
detail, and crisp, pure vision all with UV
protection. Polarized lenses are available
in several color choices.

q Fight harsh, blinding glare
q Provide protection against UV rays
q Enhance contrast sensitivity
q Enriched color and sharpness
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